
 

“On an tiny little planet, in the darkest and most far away sector of the galaxy, the 
wickedly sinister  and above all things evil…cowardly, SKIDD MCLORD works 
steadfastly in his laboratory to finally put into action, his most evil black-hearted 
plan to destroy the one and only planet he has always envied the most…the 
humans on the planet Earth. He needs to find a new planet to occupy as he and 
his brethren had turned “Planet Slime” into an environmental catastrophe and 
they only have a few years left before the place turns into a veritable fireball!  

McLord believes he has created the most menacing group of soldiers the universe 
will ever know…ladies and gentlemen…meet the SLIMEES. While it is easy to see 
that they are indeed the most disgusting and gross band of “no-good-doers” the 
universe is yet to encounter by their oozing physical features…they really only 
have one objective in mind….they want nothing more than to be free to do the 
shenanigans that they have seen from afar via TikTok and Instagram and 
desperately want for themselves, what the human teenagers already have on 
Earth…cell phones, the internet, make stupid decisions and play pranks, drink 
soda, surf social media and watch too much TV…eat cheeseburgers and pizza…in 
general, if it looks like “human” fun, they want to be part of it…. (Yes, bruh, they 
do!) With their own set of goals in mind, they manage to con the chicken-hearted 
McLord, so they can make the journey to the Planet Earth and finally see for 
themselves just what fun things those Earth kids are up to. 

Meanwhile, down on the Planet Earth, a group of young Native American 
teenager, ROO RIVER, DAKOTAH (a digital and computer nerd in the fullest 
degree), KAYDEE (the only female in their group), BIDZILL and HAKAN are 
gathered once again in their Youth Club Teepee at their annual traditional Native 
American Powwow summer camp trip, where they have been studying the 
mystique of the universe as told to them by their elders for as long as they can 
remember. With 21st Century Native American blood running through their veins, 
the campers are a very diverse group of personalities indeed. They especially like 
(in a almost skeptical teen sort of way) the great stories behind the amulet Roo  



 

 

wears around his neck as he regurgitates the history of the magic of the family 
treasure that has been passed down from generation to generation and now rests 
in his uneasy teenage hands. It isn’t until Roo recites an incantation for the group, 
that their eyes are suddenly opened wide. In that very moment, the Slimees 
appear (initially with closed eye chanting, Roo is completely unaware) before 
them. Shocked by their appearance and the chaos they bring with them, and with 
Roo and his friends caught be tween nausea and intrigue by the Slimees 
disgusting, dripping slimy appearance, it’s hard to see by their initial reaction who 
is more afraid of whom. The pristine tent is soon a complete mess and a bundle of 
chaotic noise when suddenly the tribes Chief and some of his elders enter the 
tent to see what the heck is going on only to be confronted by a cavorting group 
of kids and nothing else. The Slimees are invisible to adults! Who got the blame 
for the mess? Well you know who. All the kids’ protestations are ignored by the 
Chief and the Elders, and soon the kids are left with little to do, but clean the 
mess up. 

Initially, not knowing that the Slimees are really only there to make friends with 
them and take part in the antics of human teenage life, Roo and his group quickly 
put together a band of Earth defenders! Their mission? To get rid of the 
Slimees…deciding that the best name for their group, is none other than…the 
SLIME RANGERS!  The adults only ever see the destruction the Slimees leave 
behind in their wake. The kids are constantly in tribal hot water! 

 It will take some doing for these two very different groups of teenagers (one 
alien, one human) to find a way to be able to come together as a team, especially 
when a “bad kid” teen from the other side of town senses they are up to 
something and is always butting in where he isn’t wanted and trying to spy on 
them. Keeping their new friendship secret will not be an easy one. The Slimees for 
starters, must now find a way to convince their cowardly and evil McLord who has 
requested daily updates, that they are actually destroying the humans and 
following McLord;s carefully made plans as instructed and by doing so, avoid 
being terminated by their dangerous and bullying (and wimpy) leader. Together 
these two very diverse teams of teens, devise a plan to send clips of the wildest 
and most outrageous footage of “action scenes” from video games back to 
McLord to convince him that they are doing his bidding. Now if there was just 
some way to keep the Slimees from being so gross and messy, these two very 
different worlds might really be on to creating peace throughout the universe! 



  

ROO RIVER, is a pure bred native American Indian boy aged 12. His ancestry can be 
traced back many generations and one day he is destined to become a Chief. He is 
immensely proud of his heritage and is a tad serious and older than his age. He is 
amazing with outdoor crafts and can take a few twigs and canvasses and make 
them into a serviceable canoe as well as tent very useful on their outdoor 
expeditions set by the elders designed to keep up their Native American Indian 
skills.. He’s well-read and an “A” level student and would never gotten in trouble 
had it not been for the intervention of the  “Slimees” and occasionally Harkan (see 
below). “Roo” is a natural environmentalist and wants to preserve his tribes 
heritage. He will either save our planet and even perhaps the highly polluted 
“Planet Slime”. 

KAYDEE, the only female in this far from elite group has a Native American father 
and her Mom is Black and a fashion designer. This means that Kaydee is an 
animators nightmare as she changes her hair style and clothing as often as other 
people eat meals. Kaydee is a Taekwondo black belt, and She's tough, no-nonsense, 
and has a vocabulary that dazzles the imagination. Her tracking and map reading 
skills are shaky to say the least and this can lead to many unplanned adventures 
along the trails. “The Slimees” had never met a mountain bear before being led 
along by Kaydee! 

DAKOTAH, aged 11, and that one year difference relegates him to the baby of the 
group,  however he is a computer nerd’s, nerd. When he attends nerdy video game 
conventions other nerd poit him out and say “look at that nerd over there”! A 
veritable digital genius. Even “Slimee” space ships and other strange gadgets do 
not faze him. He is a pure bred Indian kid who wishes he had been Bill Gates 
offspring instead of his Dad who runs a huge electronic store, (so wait until the 
“Slimees” get into that place. He is taller than some of his friends and as skinny as 
a rake! Dakotah, is a veritable video game genius, when he’s not playing them he 
is creating them and it his skills that the fun loving “Slimees” harness to fool their 
blustering overlord. 

 

 



 

 

 

HAKAN, Indian name description means “fiery” and that says it all. Hakan is not 
backwards in coming forward and aged thirteen is the elder of the “Slime Rangers” 
group. A Latino/Native American ethnic mix Hakan, is built like a brick outhouse his 
motto is “retaliate first”! Thus he is the most slimed kid on the planet! 

BIDZILL, is the funny guy of the group and keeps the others laughing when 
sometimes they are hanging by their fingertips from a tall pine tree with a “Slimee” 
hanging from their legs. Don’t ask! Pronounced Bid-zi-al, he is the strongman of the 
group and the others often ask him if Arnold S was his father…. Part Native 
American and part Eastern European, he is destined to become the tight end of the 
High School team. 
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